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Technology is a fundamental tool in the modern law practice.  Lawyers are increasingly 
expected to understand what technology is available to support their law practice and how to 
use it.  The reliance law firms place on technology means that very few are starting from 
scratch when it comes to technology.  Here is a sampling of technology tips on a variety of 
topics to help those getting started and those with a bit more technology experience. 

CURRENT AWARENESS 

Montana’s lawyers are interested in staying current on changes in both substantive practice 
areas and in technology.  The State Bar of Montana’s 2011 survey showed that 75% of 
respondents were concerned about keeping current in the law, and 61% were concerned about 
keeping up with and using technology.1 

The concern about technology has shifted in recent years to become something more akin to a 
requirement than it has been in the past.  A number of bar association ethics opinions have 
touched on the issue and now the American Bar Association’s House of Delegates has placed 
the requirement into the comments to Model Rule 1.1.2  Even though the comments are not 
part of Montana’s professional rules, it dovetails well with the existing concern about how to 
stay current. 

                                                      
1 State Bar of Montana Membership Survey 2011, question 56.  Respondents were included in the 
percentage if they answered “5 – Very Concerned” or 4 (no label) to the question “How concerned are 
you about the following issues and their impact on you and your law practice”? 

2 For example, the District of Columbia Bar Association said “lawyers must either acquire sufficient 
understanding of the software that they use or ensure that their office employs safeguards to minimize 
the risk of inadvertent disclosures” in an ethics opinion on metadata (Opinion 341: Review and Use of 
Metadata in Electronic Documents, http://bit.ly/dc-ethics-opinion-341.  The New York State Bar 
Association concluded that a lawyer should stay abreast of technological advances that relate to 
cloud-based storage.  Ethics Opinion 842, September 10, 2010.  http://bit.ly/nysba-opinion-842-.  In 
August, 2012, the American Bar Association amended the comments to Rule 1.1, [8] to include that “..., 
a lawyer should keep abreast of changes in the law and its practice, including the benefits and risks 
associated with relevant technology”.  http://bit.ly/aba-model-rule-1_1-comments 

http://bit.ly/dc-ethics-opinion-341
http://bit.ly/nysba-opinion-842-
http://bit.ly/aba-model-rule-1_1-comments
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E-BOOKS 

E-books are an excellent way to stay current on technology and other topics.  There is an 
increasing number of law-related books available, joining an extensive collection of technology 
texts.  The Dummies Guides are an excellent starting point if you are completely unfamiliar 
with the topic.  They range from the basic – how to use a laptop – to more involved topics like 
data security and blogging professionally.  You can also purchase e-books from LexisNexis and 
West Publishing.  LexisNexis has also announced a product for sale to libraries, using the 
Overdrive lending software.3 

There are two particular benefits to e-books.  First, you can read them on almost any device: 
smart phone, tablet, desktop or laptop, or dedicated e-book reader.  Since technology and 
legal books tend not to be read cover to cover, but are used as a reference, having your texts 
available electronically can allow you to keep them handy.   

Second, there is sometimes a fear factor in learning something new.  E-books allow you to 
wrap the information in an anonymous case.  Romance novels have exploded in the e-book 
market because no-one can see what you’re reading, eliminating any awkwardness about a 
given book (or book cover).   

E-books can be purchased quickly online, without a trip to the library or waiting for a package.  
They can also guide you directly to the answers you need, when a search on the Web with 
Google may require a lot of sifting to get what you need. 

E-Book Reader 
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Adobe Reader     http://get.adobe.com/reader/otherversions/ 

Aldiko Reader     http://www.aldiko.com 
Amazon Kindle Reader     http://bit.ly/kindle-reader-apps  
Apple iBooks      
Calibre     http://calibre-ebook.com/  

 

STAYING CURRENT 

There are many ways to stay current.  You might know someone and be able to buy them a 
coffee each week, and get the latest scoop on whatever interest you both share.  Social media 

                                                      
3 LexisNexis Digital Library http://www.lexisnexis.com/ebooks/lending/. 

http://www.aldiko.com/
http://bit.ly/kindle-reader-apps
http://calibre-ebook.com/
http://www.lexisnexis.com/ebooks/lending/
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has horned in on the spotlight and it and newsfeeds (also known as Really Simple Syndication or 
RSS) are elbowing for your attention. 

IS E-MAIL YOUR CURRENT AWARENESS TOOL? 

The first thing you need to understand is how you consume information.  In many cases, you 
may find that e-mail is the technology with which you are most comfortable and have already 
adapted to your way of practice.  If that’s the case, e-mail can be an excellent way of staying 
on top of information.   

One excellent resource for anyone trying to stay on top of technology is the United States 
Computer Emergency Readiness Team (US-CERT).  They have an excellent Web site but they 
have e-mail alerts available when you need to be aware of security issues.4  They monitor 
problems with commercial software, so if Microsoft has a vulnerability in Windows, they will 
announce it.  This can help you to know whether your systems are affected or not. 

Another legal specific resource is Technolawyer, a free ad-driven set of e-mail newsletters.5  
They cover the latest in practice management, litigation, mobile technology, and other areas 
that are used specifically by lawyers.  Their weekly Blawgworld message aggregates links to as 
many as 100 blog posts that are potentially relevant. 

Note the similarities of these two resources.  First, they are periodic.  Unlike a discussion list, 
which can have a lot of noise to sift through, these can be as few as once a week updates.  
They are also aggregated resources, so you can get the benefit of someone else compiling the 
links for you.  A list of 100 posts may seem daunting but you can scan that list quickly and see 
if anything is relevant.  If it’s not, you can delete the e-mail. 

Similarly, e-mail newsletters allow you to filter them out of your inbox and into a folder until 
you are ready to read them.  Newsletters with hyperlinks can be read at your leisure, and if 
you go a whole month and then finally get to your 4 Blawgworld posts, for example, that’s a lot 
more manageable than a daily or even weekly investment in monitoring discussions in some 
other location. 

This is not to discount discussion lists.  They have their place, but if information overload is a 
concern, and you are primarily going to consume the information and not interact with the 
sender, e-mail newsletters are a good starting point. 

                                                      
4 US-CERT E-mail alerts:  http://www.us-cert.gov/alerts-and-tips/ 
5 Peerviews’ Technolawyer:  http://www.technolawyer.com/ 

http://www.us-cert.gov/alerts-and-tips/
http://www.technolawyer.com/
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ALTERNATIVES TO E-MAIL 

What about magazines?  There are few published articles on legal technology that come in a 
print format any longer.  Your best bet is going to be an electronic format, and if e-mail isn’t 
how you want to get the information, you can try social media or RSS. 

The first thing to understand about using social media for current awareness is that you don’t 
need to be social yourself.  Admittedly, you may be missing out on some aspects and there 
may be marketing reasons to be on social media.  But you can participate in Twitter, for 
example, without ever sending a message.   

Create an account at Twitter.com, make it private, and you are off to the races.  You can then 
start to follow people who are talking about what you want to hear.  In particular, you want to 
look for people who are sharing links to additional information.  You can also create lists of 
people who talk about a topic, which can be useful if you only get to your Twitter account every 
few days.  It controls the flood of messages a bit, and lists can be private as well. 

Once you have found one person you want to follow, you can also look at who they follow, if 
their account is not private.  This can help you to quickly identify people who are posting 
about the same topics. 

Some of the Twitter users you might follow: 

@ALPSCorp Attorneys Liability Protection Society 
@ComplexD Rob Robinson (prolific tweeter on wide variety of legal tech topics) 
@BobAmbrogi Bob Ambrogi (often does product reviews) 
@StateBarMT State Bar’s official account 

 
Twitter has its own mobile app or you can access it on their Web site.6  There are also 
products that access Twitter for you, which may provide additional features.  One of the 
better known is Hootsuite, which you can use to monitor specific keywords or topics without 
following anybody.7  Once you create your search in Hootsuite, it will monitor all Twitter 
messages for ones that match your keywords. 
 
Smart phones and tablets are making information consumption much easier.  Before, you 
needed to be at your computer to use RSS newsfeeds.  Now you can be anywhere with an 
Internet connection and the simplicity enforced by phone and tablet apps means that you can 
easily skim the latest posts from your news sources. 
 

                                                      
6 Twitter:  http://twitter.com  
7 Hootsuite:  http://www.hootsuite.com  

http://twitter.com/
http://www.hootsuite.com/
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Apple iPhone and iPad users might want to try out Reeder or Flipboard.8  The latter is a good 
example of an app that comes connected to news sources but to which you can add your own.   
 
For example, if you want to follow the latest cases released by the Montana Supreme Court, go 
to the Law Library’s Wordpress site.9 You can subscribe to their updates by e-mail or click on 
the link to subscribe to Entries RSS.10  If you’re in Flipboard, search for the site using the Web 
site URL (http://mtlawlib...) and it will allow you to add it to your reading tiles. 
 
Flipboard also works with Android devices and Google has created a Google Reader app for 
Android users as well.11  If you are already using Google Reader online through your Web 
browser, you can synchronize your reading so that you are always looking at the latest RSS 
results.12 
 
This flags a potential productivity challenge with RSS.  If you follow newsfeeds on your 
computer and you use different software on your mobile device, you may find yourself looking 
at the same item twice.  Where possible, RSS is either best read on just one device or on two 
when you can keep them synchronized. 

SECURE YOUR ONLINE PRESENCE 

Lawyers are being targeted.  Con artists have developed scams with lawyers in mind, and 
crackers are attacking law firm network security in order to attempt to get access.  Law firms 
may inadvertently disclose confidential information if their security is breached, or lose trust 
funds through an improper payment in a fraudulent collection matter.  You can take some 
fundamental steps to diminish the likelihood that you will find yourself in this position. 

E-MAIL SCAMS 

E-mail scams are perhaps the most pernicious.  When we hear about them on the news, we 
are probably amazed that anyone would fall for them.  But lawyers are, so here are some 
ways you can do some preliminary legwork if an e-mail sounds too good to be true. 

Many of these e-mails use repetitive language.  This can mean that someone else has already 
flagged the e-mail as problematic.  Highlight all or part of a sentence from the e-mail and 
paste it into your favorite Web search engine.  A Google search can often return matching 
results showing that the e-mail is a scam. 

                                                      
8 Reeder:  http://reederapp.com.  Flipboard:  http://www.flipboard.com  
9 State Law Library of Montana:  http://mtlawlibrary.wordpress.com/ 
10 State Law Library of Montana Entries RSS:  http://mtlawlibrary.wordpress.com/feed/  
11 Google Reader app for Android:  http://bit.ly/google-reader-app  
12 Google Reader:  http://reader.google.com (free with Google account) 

http://mtlawlib/
http://reederapp.com/
http://www.flipboard.com/
http://mtlawlibrary.wordpress.com/
http://mtlawlibrary.wordpress.com/feed/
http://bit.ly/google-reader-app
http://reader.google.com/
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Another clue is the sender’s e-mail address.  Hit reply and see what pops into the “To” line.  
Then search for that address on the Web or, if it looks like a corporate address, try to visit the 
Web site by copying and pasting everything after the @ sign in the e-mail address into your 
Web search. 

Always fall back on the basics, if you aren’t getting a technology hit:  “if it sounds too good to 
be true, it probably is” or “there’s no such thing as a free lunch”.  You can often eliminate 
potential scam e-mails without even having to reply and determine whether there is a real 
client on the other side with a quick Web search. 

INTERLINKED ACCOUNTS 

As lawyers do more online, whether as part of their personal lives or their professional practice, 
they create accounts.  In the past year or two, there have been numerous stories in the news 
where passwords are cracked or stolen from well-known online services.  More problematic, 
when a password is stolen from one site, it can sometimes be used on another site if you are 
using the same password for more than one account.13 

You should be aware of where you have accounts and, to the extent you are able, keep the 
passwords distinct for each site.  At the very least, do not use the same password for your 
Facebook or social media account as you do for your e-mail or any site where you keep 
information related to your practice.   

One of the more notorious password thefts happened at LinkedIn.14  A legal blog reviewed the 
decrypted passwords and noticed that a number of law firm names had been used as 
passwords:  dlapiper, sidley, jonesday, etc.15  Lawyers need to be aware not only of their own 
passwords and that their Facebook account could lead an attacker to the firm’s Web-based 
e-mail, but also that staff are creating passwords in a variety of locations online.  As you focus 
on improving your own passwords, ensure that your staff are doing the same thing. 

OpenID can simplify some of this process.  Some sites will allow you to use an OpenID 
account, like your Google Account, to log in to their product.  That means you don’t have to 
leave any username or password information there.  When you log in, the site checks whether 
the username and password you submitted are accepted by Google, and if so, then you are 
admitted.   

                                                      
13 “How Apple and Amazon Security Flaws Led to My Epic Hacking”, Matt Honan, August 6, 2012, 
Wired.com.  http://www.wired.com/gadgetlab/2012/08/apple-amazon-mat-honan-hacking/all/  
14 6.5 million LinkedIn member passwords stolen on June 6, 2012.  Decrypted passwords were posted 
by the thieves as proof.  http://press.linkedin.com/node/1212 
15 C&W Security Blog:  
http://www.securityblawg.com/p/passwords-based-on-largest-100-law-firm.html  

http://www.wired.com/gadgetlab/2012/08/apple-amazon-mat-honan-hacking/all/
http://press.linkedin.com/node/1212
http://www.securityblawg.com/p/passwords-based-on-largest-100-law-firm.html
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Since some businesses, like LinkedIn, may not have been or still aren’t securing passwords 
appropriately, using OpenID means you can reduce the number of places that could potentially 
lead to a password breach for your account.  Google, Yahoo!, and AOL are all OpenID 
compliant accounts, but you can also create a standalone OpenID account that isn’t tied to any 
service.16 

PASSWORDS AND PASSPHRASES 

Strong passwords have been a topic of discussion among lawyers for years.  Over time, the 
recommendation has been to continue to strengthen your password by adding characters to it.  
Eight is probably a minimum these days with more being better. 

Another concept that has surfaced is the use of passphrases.  This is where you take two 
words that don’t normally occur together and you join them to make a password.  Since one 
of the weaknesses of most passwords is that they are subject to a dictionary attack – someone 
can test all the words in a dictionary very quickly – you want to have characters in your 
password that someone can’t find. 

One way to create a passphrase is to take two related words and put them together.  If you 
can do three or four, that’s even better.  But let’s start small!  If you’re a fan of Charles M. 
Russell, you will know he did a painting called Piegans.  You would also know that he was a 
sculptor, and might have used the rondel chisel.  A very secure password could be created by 
putting those two terms together: 

PiegansRondel 

and further obfuscating the words to create more possible variations for the crackers to test: 

Pieg&n$R0ndel 

Once you’ve created your new password, test it.17  Just like you do when you run a backup of 
your office data, you need to be sure it really is as secure as you think it is. 

Lastly, write your passwords down.  It is not the writing down of the passwords that creates a 
hazard, it is the handling of the writing that causes problems.  Once you have written them 
down, store them somewhere safe.  Put them with other things – like your credit cards, or 
jewelry – that you already protect and track.   

                                                      
16  OpenID.net is the home site for the system.  You can create an account at 
http://www.MyOpenID.com if you don’t have one already. 
17 I like this application that appeared recently from Passfault:  
passfault.appspot.com/password_strength.html#menu  It not only helps you identify weaknesses in 
the password, it also gives you a sense of how many years it would take to crack it. 

http://www.myopenid.com/
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While writing will help you have more difficult passwords without having to remember them, it 
also serves the purpose of what to do if you are incapacitated.  When you have woken up in 
hospital after your canoe runs into a moose, you may not be able to immediately resume your 
practice.  If you have written your passwords down and kept them with your other important 
business papers, someone can assist you in handling your practice until you’re back on your 
feet. 

ENCRYPTION 

Encryption is quickly becoming an integral part of everything we do with client data.  Business 
versions of the Microsoft Windows operating system are now delivered with the ability to 
encrypt the entire hard drive.  Apple and Linux users can use the free Truecrypt software to 
secure their computers and USB drives.18 Smart phones and tablets are supporting encryption 
within their file system too, in case they are lost or stolen. 

You should encrypt your hard drive.  Any device can be stolen, whether it’s meant to be 
portable, like a laptop, or not.19  It requires yet another password – and losing the password 
can mean losing access to your entire computer – but it’s a straightforward precaution. 

Similarly, where possible on the Web, you should be using encrypted connections.  If you are 
visiting a site where you are required to put in a password and it does not show you that it is 
handling your information securely: 

 By displaying a lock on the status bar or in the location bar that shows the site is secure; 
 By changing the start of the Web address from http:/ to https:// 

you may want to investigate whether they have a secure site or rethink whether you need to 
use this site.  The use of https is becoming so common that many popular sites are making it 
their default.  For example, if you have a Google account, as soon as you log in, everything you 
do – email, searches on the Web, documents – is done over an encrypted connection.20 

One security mechanism that is on the horizon is two-step verification.  Google offers it and 
Dropbox, the cloud storage service, has just added it after questions about whether it had been 
hacked.  It requires two steps to change a password or get access to a service, making it 
harder for a cracker to get into your systems with just one piece of information.   

                                                      
18 Truecrypt:  http://truecrypt.org  
19 A lawyer in Scotland left her laptop at home when she went on vacation.  When she returned, it had 
been stolen and, because it wasn’t encrypted, all of her client data was accessible. 
http://scottishlaw.blogspot.ca/2011/11/scottish-governments-lawyer-ruth.html 
20 “Making Search More Secure”, Google Blog, October 18, 2011.  
http://googleblog.blogspot.ca/2011/10/making-search-more-secure.html 

http://truecrypt.org/
http://scottishlaw.blogspot.ca/2011/11/scottish-governments-lawyer-ruth.html
http://googleblog.blogspot.ca/2011/10/making-search-more-secure.html
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MOBILE LAWYERING 

Smart phones and tablets are gaining in popularity but still are on the edges of the legal 
profession.  They are primarily ways to consume information or to display information and are 
extended by the many apps that have been developed for Apple iOS and Google Android users.  
As you are figuring out how you can go beyond the basics of consuming and displaying 
information, look for apps that can make you more productive with your particular device. 

SMALL STEPS 

One example is improving the built-in keyboard.  If you struggle with the default keyboard, 
whether the keys are too small or you find yourself repeating particular functions, you may find 
a replacement keyboard app will fix your issue.  Thickbuttons for Android is a good example, 
since it tries to guess which key you are going to hit next and makes those keys bigger, 
improving the likelihood you will hit the one you want.21   

The point is that you can find apps that will fix what are probably small issues.  Once fixed, you 
may be more productive or find new things that you are able to try that were not possible 
before. 

One challenge with apps, particularly the thousands of free ones, is that you download an app, 
use it once, and then forget about it.  These apps take up storage memory but, more 
importantly, some of them will load themselves into your device’s memory, potentially slowing 
you down unnecessarily.  On a periodic basis, review the apps you have installed and get rid of 
the ones that you aren’t using or for which you don’t envision a need. 

How to Uninstall Apps  

iPhone / iPod / iPad “long hold” icon, press grey X that appears 

Android “long hold icon”, press delete OR go to Settings > Applications, and 
uninstall 

   

MOBILE ACCESS TO INFORMATION 

One of the biggest drags on mobile device use is the cost of getting information.  Data plans 
can be expensive if you’re roaming or if you’re trying to download or transmit large amounts of 
information.  The latest tablets and devices are claiming to provide 4th generation speeds 

                                                      
21 Thickbuttons for Android:  https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.thickbuttons  

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.thickbuttons
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(a.k.a. “long term evolution” or LTE) but the network to support them isn’t in place yet.  You 
may find that your device can go faster than your wireless network.   

The map below shows Verizon’s coverage, with 3G in red and the faster 4G in dark splotches 
around Missoula, Bozeman, and the Flathead Valley.  You can also see where the wireless 
coverage doesn’t reach.  While courthouses, shown by the yellow building icons at rough 
approximations of their location, are usually within range of 3G coverage, you may find that 
data transmissions are less effective than carrying the information with you on your device.  
Green reflects forests.22 

 

These sorts of limitations can mean that a wireless tablet is better used as a presentation 
device in a courtroom, where you can have some sense of what the technology available is.   

If you are normally within range of good wireless coverage, or your device has wi-fi wireless 
networking built-in, you can utilize cloud storage as part of your environment.  The major 
cloud computing storage providers – Box, Dropbox, and Sugarsync – all have apps for both 

                                                      
22 The map is an overlay of the Verizon coverage map from August 2012 with a Google Map with the 
primary Montana state district court locations plotted on it.  The Google Map is here: 
http://bitly.com/montana-district-courts.  The Verizon coverage map is here: 
http://network4g.verizonwireless.com/ 

http://bitly.com/montana-district-courts
http://network4g.verizonwireless.com/
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Android and iPad.23  Two interesting companies are also providing pre-encrypted storage, so 
that your data is encrypted before it leaves your computer or device, rather than just in 
transmission and when it is stored on the remote server.  Cloudfogger for Android and 
SpiderOak for both Android and iOS will handle this pre-encryption, and decryption, for your 
mobile device.24 

LEGAL RESEARCH 

Montana’s lawyers are fortunate to have free legal research at every turn.  If you regularly use 
Google for your case law searches, you can also use it for statutory and regulatory research.  
One of the things to watch out for, though, is that Google is increasingly trying to personalize 
your experience when you use the search engine.  This can mean that you see a different set 
of results, based on your prior search history.  This personalized view may or may not help you 
to identify the best resources for your research. 

PERSONALIZED SEARCH FILTERS RESULTS 

You can turn off personalization with a button on your Google search results.  Click on the icon 
of the person, at the far right side of the screen, to see personalized results.  Click on the 
globe to turn off personalization. 

 

TURN PERSONALIZATION OFF BY DEFAULT 

Modern Web browsers sometimes allow you to customize the search engines that you invoke 
from the location bar.  For example, if you right-click your mouse on the location bar in Google 
Chrome, a menu item will appear that says Edit Search Engines….  This will take you to a 
listing of all the search engines that you could use if you type your search into your location bar 
(the line where the Web address usually appears, the one beginning http://). 

Click on the Google search engine entry on the right.  It probably looks like this: 

http://www.google.com/search?q=%s 
                                                      
23  Box:  http://www.box.com  Dropbox:  http://www.dropbox.com  Sugarsync:  
http://www.sugarsync.com  
24 SpiderOak:  https://spideroak.com  Cloudfogger:  http://www.cloudfogger.com  

http://www.box.com/
http://www.dropbox.com/
http://www.sugarsync.com/
https://spideroak.com/
http://www.cloudfogger.com/
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Now place your cursor immediately after the question mark by clicking your mouse there, and 
add pws=0&.  PWS stands for “personalized Web search”.  Zero turns it off.  The ampersand 
tells Google to add additional attributes, like the search terms!  Your entry should now look 
like this: 

http://www.google.com/search?pws=0&q=%s 

The next time you type a search into your location bar, Google will default to non-personalized 
results.  You can still toggle personalization (shown above) to show personalized results. 

FREE CASE LAW 

The Montana State Law Library has a terrific resource where it posts all recent published and 
unpublished opinions from the Montana Supreme Court.25  The site creates an RSS feed 
automatically so you can notifications of updates as they are made.  The site appears to 
update the day after the Supreme Court issues the opinion. 

Google Scholar is another great source for Montana legal research, and you can search through 
opinions back to the 1930s.26  You can limit the search to just Montana courts (Montana 
Supreme Court and Federal district court) or search across multiple jurisdictions.  Once you 
have run a search on Google Scholar, you will see an option to create an alert. 

                                                      
25 Montana State Law Library site:  http://mtlawlibrary.wordpress.com  
26 Google Scholar 

http://mtlawlibrary.wordpress.com/
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In this way, you can run a search once and, if you are seeing the type of results you want to 
receive, have Google run the search for you going forward.  You will receive e-mail updates 
with future matches.  For example, I set up an alert on the last name Brilz.  This sent me a 
notice when a case came out with that name on it.  Then I received an update that let me 
know that the case had been cited in a subsequent case. 

Another free source for mobile users is the Fastcase app.  It works on both Android and Apple 
iOS and does not require a subscription to Fastcase.  Since it incorporates case law and 
legislation, it can be a quick way to access rules of evidence or procedure as well recent cases. 

WATCH FOR CHANGES 

There is no free comprehensive source of Montana law, so you need to search legislation, 
cases, and regulation separately.  However, you can create shortcuts to help you stay up on 
changes. 

The Legislature has a bill watching feature built into their service.27  You can create a watch list 
of bills to see how they progress and whether they will impact your statute.  There isn’t a way 
to follow changes from the Montana Code Annotated site, however.28  Similarly, if you want to 
see what’s changing with regulations, you need to follow those on your own. 

One way to do this is to monitor pages for changes.  These services, usually free to start but 
requiring a subscription if you monitor lots of pages, can alert you when something has 
happened on a page.  They’re not necessarily smart enough to tell you what but it can at least 
save you from having to look to see if a change has occurred. 

An example of this is the twice monthly update of the Administrative Register.  The current 
version is linked on the Secretary of State’s Web site.  When a new issue comes out, the link is 
updated to point to the new version, and the previous version is listed.  Using a site called 
Versionista, you can watch for changes to be made and, when they are, view both the new 
page and the old side-by-side for changes.29 

                                                      
27 Montana Legislature Bill Tracking:  
http://leg.mt.gov/css/About-the-Legislature/Lawmaking-Process/track-bills.asp 
28 Montana Code Annotated:  http://data.opi.mt.gov/bills/mca_toc/index.htm 
29 Web page change monitoring services:  Versionista:  http://www.versionista.com  Changedetect:  
http://www.changedetect.com  

http://leg.mt.gov/css/About-the-Legislature/Lawmaking-Process/track-bills.asp
http://data.opi.mt.gov/bills/mca_toc/index.htm
http://www.versionista.com/
http://www.changedetect.com/
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REPUTATION MANAGEMENT 

Whether you engage in social media or online marketing, you are being promoted and 
reviewed.  You should know how you appear online by regularly searching for your name and 
your firm name and see what comes up.  Google has migrated its Google Places, a business 
service to help highlight business information, into its new social networking site Google Plus. 

GOOGLE KNOWLEDGE GRAPH   

Now, if you search on Google for a law firm name, you are likely to see additional information 
on the right hand side, in the Google Knowledge graph.  This could include keywords that 
Google associates with you or your firm – practice areas, for example – as well as photographs 
it finds that match your name.  It will also retrieve reviews by people who have found you 
online and left their comments. 

You can take control of your Google Plus business page.  If you don’t already 
have one, you can create one.30  If your information is already in Google Plus, 
you can take ownership of the page by clicking on the Manage this page button 

that appears on the right side of any unclaimed page. 

                                                      
30 Create a Google Plus Business Page:  https://plus.google.com/pages/create  

https://plus.google.com/pages/create
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HOW DO I LOOK? 

If you are on other networking sites, including Facebook or LinkedIn, use the features within 
each service to view your profile as if you were a public visitor.  This will show you what you 
are making available and, if necessary, allow you to turn on privacy settings to block 
unintentional information sharing. 

Once you have become adept at seeing how you look online, you may want to work with your 
clients in the same way.  Particularly when it comes to social media, your clients may be 
displaying more than they should or than you would prefer them to. 

PRODUCTIVITY:  INTEGRATION 

Law firm technology is becoming increasingly about small, discrete technologies connected to 
other ones.  While we still all rely on the Microsoft Office suite for word processing and 
presentations, among other things, the latest wave of legal technology tends to be focused 
around doing fewer things.  These more narrowly tailored programs are then integrated with 
other strong applications so that the features are available but not all owned or developed by 
one company. 

This integration can improve the way you and the lawyers and staff in your firm share 
information.  If, for example, you use Google Mail and so does your assistant, you may find 

Select View As to see how others see your Facebook profile 

Select View As to see how others see your Google+ profile 
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that you are e-mailing documents or calendar items or other information back and forth.  
Although you both also have access to Google Documents and Google Calendar, your separate 
accounts limit your abilities to share.   

One way to integrate even these free accounts is to migrate to Google Apps.31  It is also free 
for up to 10 users and would enable you to share within the appropriate product:  shared 
calendars, shared contacts, and so on.  The business version is $60 per year per person and 
provides additional services, such as guarantees on your information being available. 

 

Microsoft is another example, with its Office 36532.  Neither Google nor Microsoft are 
integrating with other company’s applications in this example.  But they enable you to use 
online services with your staff or firm without having to run all information sharing through 
e-mail.  If you don’t have network servers, these systems can give you similar benefits. 

Legal technology products like Clio or Rocket Matter practice management are also integrating 
with other cloud services.33  If you are on Clio, you can use Dropbox or Google Drive for your 
documents, or send mail from your Google Mail.  Rocket Matter’s lawyers can synchronize 
their notes between Evernote, a popular note taking and organizational tool, and their client 
files.34  This type of integration is only likely to increase 

 

                                                      
31 Apps for Google:  http://apps.google.com  
32 Microsoft Office 365:  http://www.microsoft.com/en-us/office365/  
33 Clio:  http://www.goclio.com  Rocket Matter:  http://www.rocketmatter.com  
34 Evernote:  http://www.evernote.com  

Google 
Apps for 
Business 

Mail 

Docs / 
Drive 

Calendar Tasks 

Sites 

http://apps.google.com/
http://www.microsoft.com/en-us/office365/
http://www.goclio.com/
http://www.rocketmatter.com/
http://www.evernote.com/
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TECHNOLOGY AT TRIAL 

The relatively low use of technology by lawyers is frequently noted as a backwards tendency or 
sign of reluctance.  In the end, though, it’s a tactical decision that will impact the delivery of 
the trial.  It is more likely that you will find uses for technology pre-trial – building 
chronologies, searching work product or electronic evidence, video conferencing with experts 
or clients – than you will when you actually enter the courtroom. 

Montana appears to be increasingly incorporating technology into its courtrooms, giving 
lawyers more opportunity to use technology in innovative ways.  This is reflected as much in 
the court rules on lawyers getting training on equipment before they walk in and use it.35 

BETTER POWERPOINT 

PowerPoint – or a slide presentation – remains a mainstay of telling a story in court.  Some 
lawyers may use full-blown trial presentation software like Trial Director but digital slides 
remain an easy way to display information. 

A chronology is an excellent way to use a visual to walk people through a series of events.  If 
you have two depositions and they each show a perspective of how things fell out, you can 
display them simultaneously to show points of agreement as well as those that conflict. 

Creating a chronology in PowerPoint can be done by inserting boxes, both graphical ones to 
show the time elapsing as well as text ones to hold the information.  If you hold your SHIFT 
key down when you are drawing a box or a line, it will force the line to be straight or the box to 
be square.36  Custom animation allows you display each element of the slide in sequence.  It 
can also move things from one place to another, using motion paths.37   

One way to build flexibility into your PowerPoint presentation is to create ways to break out of 
what is normally a linear flow of information: slide 1, slide 2, and so on to the end.  
PowerPoint has the ability to link from slide to slide, so that you can create alternate paths 
through your slides. 

You might have a slide that acts as a hub, where you are returning to the concept repeatedly.  
Rather than duplicate the slide throughout the presentation (and risk updating one copy and 
                                                      
35  See the 16th Judicial District’s rule 7 “Courtroom Technology”, for example, 
http://courts.mt.gov/content/dcourt/dc_rules/rules/16th.pdf or the 21st Judicial District’s rule 15 (a) 
“Exhibits”  http://courts.mt.gov/content/dcourt/dc_rules/rules/22nd.pdf  
36  How to draw a straight line in PowerPoint:  
http://www.dummies.com/how-to/content/how-to-draw-straight-lines-on-powerpoint-2007-slid.html 
37  How to apply a motion path in PowerPoint:  
http://office.microsoft.com/en-us/powerpoint-help/apply-or-draw-a-motion-path-HP003083318.aspx 

http://courts.mt.gov/content/dcourt/dc_rules/rules/16th.pdf
http://courts.mt.gov/content/dcourt/dc_rules/rules/22nd.pdf
http://www.dummies.com/how-to/content/how-to-draw-straight-lines-on-powerpoint-2007-slid.html
http://office.microsoft.com/en-us/powerpoint-help/apply-or-draw-a-motion-path-HP003083318.aspx
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not another), you can link to it and access it with a click.  Similarly, when you want to remind 
the judge or jury about a point you have previously made, you can jump to that slide and then 
back again without having the slides adjacent to each other. 

You do not need to become a PowerPoint expert yourself – perhaps you have staff or someone 
else who can create the slides for you.  But these are the simple ways to display information 
interactively – avoiding the bullet point lists and text common on presentation slides – to help 
tell your story at trial. 

TABLETS AND PRESENTATION 

One place that new technology is displacing the old is in the use of tablets to present cases, 
where laptops might have been used before.  There is no technological reason to use a tablet 
instead of a PC but it may offer you different software or a different experience in the 
courtroom.  It may enable you to adapt the technology to your presentation style rather than 
the other way around. 

PRESENTATION BASICS 

Tablets are not all created equal when it comes to presentation.  The Google Nexus 7, for 
example, has no video output.  You can’t connect it to a projector to display the information 
on it.  Both the Samsung Galaxy and Apple iPad can connect to projectors but you need to 
purchase – before trial! – a special connector. 

Modern projectors support a display interface called HDMI, which is a replacement for the old 
VGA interface.  If you get the HDMI interface connector for your tablet, make sure the court 
you are visiting has an HDMI compatible projector.  Some courts will specify that a VGA 
connector. 

The other thing you will need to do is make sure that the tablet app that you are going to 
project will actually do so.  Some apps, like Apple Keynote or TrialPad, are meant to be 
projected and will send their display signal to the external device.38  Other apps will not, so 
even if you are connected to a projector correctly, you may not be able to project the 
information that is on your tablet. 

Once you have tested the connection to the projector, and ensured that your app will properly 
display in court, make sure you have a good way to blank the screen.  The judge has the ability 
to mute the screens in many cases – turn everything off – but you should be able to blank your 

                                                      
38  Apple Keynote:  http://www.apple.com/ipad/from-the-app-store/apps-by-apple/keynote.html  
TrialPad:  http://www.trialpad.com   Android users might want to try Repligo Reader:  
http://www.cerience.com/products/reader/android 

http://www.apple.com/ipad/from-the-app-store/apps-by-apple/keynote.html
http://www.trialpad.com/
http://www.cerience.com/products/reader/android
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screen as well.  In this way, you can switch apps or make a change on your tablet screen but 
the courtroom doesn’t see the change.  This avoids inadvertently showing information the 
court or you wouldn’t want shared. 

YOUR TABLET AS DOCUMENT CAMERA 

One interesting use of your tablet – other than as a laptop replacement – is as a document 
camera replacement.  This can be particularly useful when you want to display a document 
that isn’t available digitally or are discussing a document and want to make sure everyone is 
looking at the same place. 

Tablets increasingly come with a camera built in, just as with smart phones.  The tablet can be 
placed above the document in question, so that it is displayed in the tablet as if you were going 
to take a picture.  That image is then transmitted to the projector in the room so that 
everyone can see the document.  If your display has the ability to annotate or make marks on 
the screen, then you can create pointers or circle parts of the document to bring attention to 
the relevant portion. 

 

There are a number of DIY, home-made stands for using tablets as document cameras.  One 
company has created a small metal stand dedicated to this purpose.39  The tablet is secured to 
the frame and then it is raised above the document or content to be projected. 

 

                                                      
39 Justand document camera stand for iPad:  http://www.ipaddocumentcamera.com/ 

http://www.ipaddocumentcamera.com/
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